
Resources for Addressing Environmental Injustice 

Cwiek, S. (2017, April 6). Report: Detroit had 161 Dirty Air Days in 2015. Retrieved December 
10, 2018, from http://www.michiganradio.org/post/report-detroit-had-161-dirty-air-days-2015 

This article from Michigan Radio outlines the disproportionate amount of ‘dirty industry’ 
in Detroit and specifically how these industries disproportionately affect communities of 
color. It outlines the neighborhoods of Detroit and where heavy pollution rates are. 

Dubb, S. (2018, August 3). What Does Environmental Racism Look Like? Come to Braddock, 
PA. Retrieved December 10, 2018, from https://nonprofitquarterly.org/2018/08/03/what-does-
environmental-racism-look-like-come-to-braddock-pa/ 

This article, written for and published in a trade magazine for Nonprofits outlines what 
Environmental Racism is and how it affects communities of color. It also outlines different 
ways in which ER can be addressed. 

Library, C. N. N. (2018, December 6). Flint Water Crisis Fast Facts. Retrieved December 10, 
2018, from https://www.cnn.com/2016/03/04/us/flint-water-crisis-fast-facts/index.html 

This article is essentially just a one sheet/fact sheet about the flint water crisis. It outlines 
the things that have happened in Flint as well as what’s next for the town. It touches lightly 
upon town demographics as well. 

Louisiana Bucket Brigade | Clean air, Sustainability, Justice. (n.d.). Retrieved December 10, 
2018, from http://www.labucketbrigade.org/ 

This article expands on what the LA bucket brigade is and how local and privately 
operated non-profits are often huge advocates for local issues and grass-roots activism. 

Newkirk II, V. R. (2018, February 28). Environmental Racism is Real, According to Trump’s 
EPA. Retrieved December 10, 2018, from https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/02/
the-trump-administration-finds-that-environmental-racism-is-real/554315/ 

This article goes into even further detail about institutional validity and acknowledgement 
of Environmental Racism as a systemic problem and outlines the ways in which 
Governmental Institutions like the EPA are moving forward with handling these issues. 

Shaffer, M. R. N., Catherine. (2017, November 17). Detroit air pollution disproportionately 
affects African-American children. Retrieved December 10, 2018, from http://
www.michiganradio.org/post/detroit-air-pollution-disproportionately-affects-african-american-
children 

This article goes into detail about how the heavy polluting industries of Detroit are 
disproportionately affecting communities of color due to racially backed zoning laws in the 
City that place communities of color in closer proximity to pollution-high industries. 
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Worland, J. (2016, October 28). What to Know About the Dakota Access Pipeline Protests. 
Retrieved December 10, 2018, from http://time.com/4548566/dakota-access-pipeline-standing-
rock-sioux/ 

Lastly this article talks about a unique form of Environmental Racism. In the Dakota 
Access pipeline, land that was sacred (and legally owned) by the Sioux was taken by force 
and environmentally adjusted to make access for this pipeline. While the pipeline in its 
beginning was not actually polluting or sickening the natives, it affected the sanctity and 
agency over their land, their environment. This robbing of agency is another key factor in 
environmental agency. 

The following is a list of three local organizations both on campus and off that support the cause 
of Environmental Racism: 

Wake Forest University Campus Kitchen:  

The WFU-CK is an organization that works to address food insecurity and food deserts in 
the Winston-Salem community. The politics of food is where Social Justice and the 
environment most closely intercept, in my opinion. Access to food within urban areas, 
particularly those in poverty (which in WS is disproportionately POC) is quite difficult and 
the economics of farming favors less-healthy, trust (essentially)-owned commodity crop 
conglomerates that not only contribute to the poor health of our impoverished citizens by 
undercutting healthier, less subsidized food operations: they also contribute directly to 
Methane and Nitrogen pollution as a byproduct of industrialized farming. WFU-CK works 
to be a resource for community members in WS who are food-insecure or work with food-
insecure residents. With millions of pounds of food from the dining halls and local grocery 
stores saved yearly, WFU-CK manages to address this ignored issue in WS. 

Roger-Eubanks Coalition: 

This coalition is a citizen’s action coalition that has been working since 2007 to reverse and/
or reduce the effects of municipal waste facility (Landfill) placed in the Roger-Eubanks 
neighborhood (a predominately black community) in Orange County, NC. As listed on 
their website, their objective’s are as follows. 

CEER objectives are as follows: 

! Eliminate the regional solid waste transfer station (SWTS) in the Rogers-Eubanks 
community and ensure adequate public funding so that all Rogers-Eubanks 
community residents can tap on to Orange Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA) 
drinking water and sewer service. 

! Provide outreach advocacy, onsite training and technical assistance for low income 
people of color communities focusing on water, solid waste, sanitary waste and storm 
water issues affecting them. 
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! Educate Chapel Hill/Carrboro/Orange County residents and organizations about 
environmental injustice and its relationship to water, sanitary waste, and solid waste, 
fire, police, and emergency services. 

! Promote, monitor, and influence environmental protection policies and practices 
affecting drinking water quality, sewage, solid waste, fire, police, and emergency 
services in Orange County, North Carolina.  

Cultivate Environmental Consciousness: 

CEC is WFU’s predominant environmental consciousness organization that works hard to 
expose students to the importance of environmental consciousness, and to make students 
aware of climate change as a scientific fact. This organization combats Environmental 
Racism by educating the Wake Forest community (a predominately white institution) about 
how the environment and its health affects all humans, and hopefully will empower White 
students to use their privilege in a way that benefits less enfranchised communities. 

The following is a list of additional scholarly resources that can be found online or in our own 
ZSR Database here on Campus  

Pellow, D. N. (2006). Social inequalities and environmental conflict. Horizontes Antropológicos, 
12(25), 15-29. doi:10.1590/s0104-71832006000100002 

This scholarly article discusses two points. The first is the lack of the incorporation of 
scientific theories and concepts that concern racism in environmental justice studies, the 
second is about how modernization has led to an improvement in environmental impacts 
that are associated with market economies and their production systems. The paper argues 
that many scholars have overstated the level of progress society has made on this topic.  

James, L. P. (2000). Environmental Injustices, Political Struggles: Race, Class, and the 
Environment. Environmental Injustices, Political Struggles: Race, Class, and the Environment. 

 This work focuses on the causes and consequences of environmental injustice and how it 
may be located in hierarchies of political and economic power in the U.S. It does this by 
providing examples of environmental injustices from Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, 
Ohio, and Texas. It is primarily useful for advocates of environmental justice.  

Ladd, A. E., & Edwards, B. (2002). Corporate swine and capitalist pigs: A decade of 
Environmental Injustice and Protest in North Carolina. Social Justice, 29(3), 26-46.  



This text focuses on a specific place in North Carolina, and the controversy over swine 
production in that area and how grassroots protests have influenced its evolution. It 
discusses the recent developments and how the community concerns over corporate hog 
production are converging with larger environmental justice and sustainable agriculture 
goals.  

Pena, D. G. (2003). The scope of Latino/a environmental studies. Latino Studies, 1(1), 47. 

This article covers the past decade of research and activism with Latino/a environmental 
studies. It recognizes Latino/a contribution to the field as well as gaps in the literature and 
future points of research.  

Hunter, L. M. (2000). The spatial association between U.S. immigrant residential concentration 
and environmental hazards. The International Migration Review, 34(2), 460-488.  

This research examines the environmental equity issue in relation to immigrants in the 
United States. It uses a data set that reflects the socio demographic characteristics on a 
county-level as well as nationwide, as well as the presence of several environmental risk 
factors such as toxic releases, hazardous waste generators, and Superfund sites.  


